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CD-40ps MB add-on modules 
 

Some special versions of our CD add-on modules are meant to connect with a CS-40ps CB Current Stage 
module. This combination allows you to make a very nice, yet compact MONOBLOCK in a MODU Galaxy 
Maggiorato 230x280x80mm or 230x280x120mm casing. With extra-long connectors you even can use them 
in the recently launched MODU Mini Dissipante 330mm wide cabinets, one of our idea’s we suggested to 
MODU some time ago with this possibility in our mind. Dissipante, yet smaller width for Monoblocks….. 
While connecting these, the speaker is driven by  power Mosfets on these CD modules instead of  a pair on 
the CS-40ps module. The Mosfets are mounted to the profiled sides of a MODU Galaxy cabinet, so heat is 
spread over the cabinet. The whole package fits exactly and leave enough room for a transformer. 
 

This CD-40ps MB Add-on highlights: 
o Unique EXICON 200V audiophile Mosfets, free from any disorder that other Power Transistors suffer. 
o Together with a CS-40ps CB they fill a Galaxy Maggiorato cabinet 230x280x80 (or120mm) exactly. 
o While extra long connectors mounted, the fit in MODU Mini Dissipante 330mm wide cabinets. 
o Mounting holes and input/output leads match exactly with Galaxy mounting slots, wiring can be hidden. 
o Mounted to Galaxy’s  side profiles for optimal cooling, where the front panel takes a part as well. 
o Sufficient extra Power Supply capacity close to the Mosfets for optimal impulse response. 
o High quality, milled, gold plated beryllium copper(3A)  connectors, with multiple pin connections per lead. 

 

Mosfet Monoblock Add-on 
From the V3 version and up of our CS-40ps Current Stage module we are able to build some interesting 
Monoblock structures. The new CS-40ps CB modules can connect these CD-40ps MB add-ons, as shown at 
the next pages.  Just stack them on a CS-40ps CB/VS-xx combination and connect the in/output connectors 
with short wires to the back end of these add-ons. The transformer wiring is about all wiring in the package…. 
 

For the extra fundament a Monoblock is expected to give, we fitted some extra Mundorf MLGO power 
supply capacitors at each side, resulting in an oversized Power Supply pack, providing clean and quality 
power…... 
 

For making of a Monoblock, you will need a CS-40ps CB module where NO power Mosfets are mounted, 2x2 
MUNDORF MLGO 10.000uF/63V Supply capacitors are mounted and the side connectors are mounted 
vertical. 
Please note that only the combination of a VS- (input stage) and a CS-(output stage) module form a 
functioning power amplifier, so you need both modules in a random mix to form an ELTIM amplifier module. 
For optimal results, as we expect from a Monoblock, we recommend to use VS-20L module. For even more 
clean sound you can mount a Voltage Regulator board or a Protection Module at the large centre connector. 

 
VS-20 / CS-40ps CB, fitting CD-40ps MB side modules left and right. 

This combination fits exactly in MODU Galaxy 230mm wide cabinets. 
For demonstration purposes we left out the power supply capacitors here. 
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CD-40ps MB-08 modules for 230x280x80mm MODU Galaxy cabinets 
For a compact Monoblock structure you need following modules i.c.w. VS-xx and CS-40(ps) CB modules: 

 
We will rename them in CD-40psMB08! These are L-mounted at the left and right of the CS-40ps MB module 
as shown at the first page. With these modules attached, the pack exactly fills a MODU Galaxy Maggiorato 
cabinet, 230x280x80mm, performing up to around 120Wrms @ 8ohms loads. 
 

We can also supply them with long connectors. Then they also fit in MODU Mini Dissipante 330mm wide 
cabinets with profiled heatsinks. With those you could make some serious power up to 200Wrms. 
With the extra cooling surface you can drive the amp at full power for as long as you like. 
 

At the back side of each module an EXICON 8A/200V (L/R selected) lateral Mosfet is mounted with the heat 
pad to the outside. This is mounted to the MODU Galaxy profiled side panels for optimal cooling. 
 

CS-40ps CB power supply part is assisted with extra MUNDORF MLGO 4700uF/63V top class capacitors. 
By now people start to recognise that the bass response becomes more precise compared to regular supply 
capacitors. Also high frequency definition of f.e. cymbals is way better. They sing (again)     -) 
An optional and quality MUNDORF ME(O) capacitor for an even better transient response fits as well.  
 

As visible in the picture above, we use highest quality FR4+ double sided 35um boards of EU manufacture 
with widest possible tracks. Venting holes along the top side allow heat to flow away from between the PCB 
and MODU Galaxy side profile to the interior of the cabinet and further to the outside via the top-lid venting 
holes. 
 

At the MB- module you can connect the speaker leads. The positions are matching the slides in the Galaxy 
side profile, so lead the wires there for a clean interior. 
 

The MB+ module takes both ACin and DCin leads. While using the ACin leads, the input capacitor mounted on 
the VS-xx module is used as input capacitor.  
 

If you want to use the amplifier in DC mode or want a better (large) High-End input capacitor you can use the 
DCin tab and connect the other end of this capacitor to the RCA input connector. The capacitor will fit in the 
back corner of the cabinet. 
 
NOTE: used in DC mode, so without an input capacitor, the amp will act as a DC amplifier indeed, meaning 
that any dc-voltage in the input signal will be amplified as well and could result in a dc-offset shift of your 
woofers! 
Make sure that there is no dc-voltage on the input signal ! 
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Naked”, fully assembled Monoblock construction: 
 

     
 

This pack of ELTIM VS-20 / CS-40ps MB / CD-40ps MB LEX08 / VR3-30 
Exactly fits in a MODU Galaxy 230x280x80mm (picture at right)  

The base is a CS-40ps CB with 2x2 10000uF/63V MUNDORF MLGO capacity. 
It is fed by a VS-20L, mounted in the centre, being the input stage. 

At left and right a CD40 MB LEX 08 pair with two extra 4700uF/63V  MLGO’s. 
As extra a VR-3/30 Voltage Regulator board, the small one providing regulated power to VS-20. 

 

This all fits exactly in a MODU Galaxy 230x280x80mm cabinet, 
leaving enough room for a 160VA potted or 220VA unpotted trafo. 
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      CD-40ps MB16 modules for 230x280x120mm MODU Galaxy cabinets 
For this Monoblock structure we developed the following modules, also exactly fitting the mounting slides: 
 

 
Left and right module, with 2x2 MUNDORF MLGO 4700uF/63V 

With extra positions for MKP supply capacitors 
Extremely high quality, induction free ceramic CADDOCK MP925 resistors 1% mounted on request. 

The 16A EXICON Mosfets are at the back side. 
 

These module pair is also L-mounted at the left and right of the CS-40(ps) CB module in the same way. 
 

We believe we did everything to make this the best possible powertrain for our amps in the limited space 
available. Double sided FR4+ 2x 35um copper with maximum possible widths and gold plated solder pads, 
selected (L/R) EXICON 16A/200V TO-264 Mosfets, and relatively expensive 1% CADDOCK ceramic, induction 
free resistors. The power resistors are actually not required at all. But, over these 0,05ohm power resistors a 
voltage linear to the Source current will fall, which is fed to a possible protection module.  
If the Source current comes close to 16A on this module, the optional mounted protection module will come 
in action. This works on all our modules this way actually. The value of the resistor depends on the max. 
allowed current of the power Mosfet used. We can check up to four pairs of Mosfet currents, meaning that 
we measure up to eight currents at the same time and independently. The protection module detects 
distortion, broken Mosfets, short and long term overload and over-temperature (heatsink and interior) and 
indicates all with LED’s. A cooling fan could be connected as well, required for long term full load, like quality 
PA systems. 
  
Since the double sided (35um) FR4+ boards also are capable of retracting heat, the resistors as well as the 
Mosfets have blank gold plated copper area beneath them. With heat conductive paste a part of the heat 
produced is adopted by the PCB. Venting holes at the top lead away the heat produced between the PCB and 
cooling side panels of the MODU Galaxy cabinet and further via the top-lid cooling vents. 
 

While using these modules, the CS-40ps CB Power Supply is extended with 2x2  4700uF/63V MUNDORF 
MLGO  
As an option you could add a quality MKP capacitor of your choice over the powerlines, improving sound. 
 

Output leads are available on both modules and preferably soldered at the back of these MB modules and 
match the position of the centre wider gaps in the Galaxy profile. Lead two separate thick speaker wires 
through these slides for a better look. 
 

Both modules also take both ACin and DCin leads. While using the ACin leads, the input capacitor mounted 
on the VS-xx module is used as input capacitor.  
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If you want to use the amplifier in DC mode or want a better (large) High-End input capacitor you can use the 
DCin tab and connect the other end of this capacitor to the RCA input connector.  
The capacitor will fit in the back corner of the cabinet, close to the input connector. 
 

Fully equipped 16A monoblock structure: 

 
The base is a CS-40ps CB with 2x2 10000uF/63V MUNDORF MLGO capacity. 

It is fed by a VS-20L, mounted in the centre, being the input stage. 
At left and right a CD40 MB16 pair with 2x two extra 4700uF/63V  MLGO’s. 

So, in total this amplifier power supply has 2x about 30.000uF/63V available. 
As extra, a VR-3/30 Voltage Regulator board, the small one providing regulated power to VS-20. 

 

This all fits exactly in a MODU Galaxy 230x280x120mm cabinet, 
leaving enough room for a 150VA potted or 250VA unpotted trafo. 

 
While mounted in a MODU Mini Dissipante cabinet 330x300/400x120  

you can drive them at full power as long as you like. 
 

The TO264, 16A EXICON Mosfets are mounted at the back side of the PCB and exactly fit to the  
the Galaxy cabinet profiled aluminium side panel slides, which act as a cooling surface. 
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 All modules spread out looks like this: 

 
Just mount them together like LEGO blocks and connect 

a dual secondary windings transformer and in/output leads. 
Every module has its own speciality, where the boards are matching this specific job. 

This results in a combination of “tubelike” airy sound and total speaker control 
with a smiling tight bass and impulse response.  Video is with CS-40ps/VS-20 only! 

  
DC-170kHz (±0,2dB), -3dB@500kHz, slewrate >65V/us, phase shift < -0,3º @15kHz), <-3º @20kHz 

 

INac and INdc inputs and speaker output are available at both MB boards. 
Their locations are at the same height as MODU Galaxy side panel slides, so hide wiring there.  

 

Optional you could also mount a VR-3/30 Voltage regulator board or a protection module. 
This VR-module then will provide regulated voltages for the VS-10/20 input module, 

resulting in an even better sound reproduction. 
 

A pair of prototype LEX08 amps are running for three years now in our living room for daily use. 
We also demonstrated these on premium X-Fi audio show 2019 with success. 

Hundreds of people listened and we only got very positive reactions, thanks people. 
 

A HiFi magazine reviewer with about 35 years of experience with reviewing amps, etc. sent us  
the shortest (not published) review ever,  writing just one word in it:         Jewels ! ! !  

Later he told me that it beats top ranked Monoblocks, priced way over € 2000,- . “Yours make music”.  
This statement acknowledges our ideas of how to make an amp reproducing music (again) by 

giving the parts space, fed by serious copper tracks and an symmetrical layout. 
We also countered the ongoing complexity, making better figures, but killing the music.  

Obviously our approach of “less is more” works and finally some nice music again. 
 

By now there are many people telling our amps work and sound fantastic. 
 
 

Nederlandse reacties                                Deutsche Berichte 
 
 
 

Of course there always will be people believing and telling/writing that our (and others) approach is wrong. 
 

We strongly invite them to make amps and speakers themselves in their own way as we did.  

 
 
 

These designs are copyrighted  
by ELTIM audio BV, Louis Timmers 2021 © 

PE1LTM 
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MODU Galaxy cabinets range 
 
 

Sufficient power for regular living room use, watching TV and  
listening to music just above long time loud listening. 

The cooling capacity is not enough for long time loud listening! 
2 -3 songs will do fine, as we do in our living room with these (8A Mosfets only, 80mm high cabinet)    -)  

We also demonstrated that with these 8A Monoblocks  on X-Fi premium audio show 2019. 
 

8A Mosfets: 110Wrms (trafo max. 2x 30V, 150-200VA) 
16A Mosfets: 180Wrms ((trafo max. 2x 35V, 250-300VA) 

 
Trafo capacity (VA) should be around 1,5x Prms. 

Check the graph above for required supply voltages. 
Vac (trafo) = Vdc / 1,42, rounded below. 

 
 

You can order cost effective TOROIDY transformers in 1Volt steps!  
 

   
 

All three types fit. 
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MODU Mini Dissipante cabinets range 
 

Way sufficient power for regular living room use, watching TV and  
listening to music above long time loud listening. 

The cooling capacity is way enough for long time loud listening! 
 

8A Mosfets: 120Wrms (trafo max. 2x 35V, 200-200VA) 
16A Mosfets: 230Wrms (trafo max. 2x 40V, 300-400VA) 

 
Trafo capacity (VA) should be around 1,5x Prms. 

Check the graph above for required supply voltages. 
Vac (trafo) = Vdc / 1,42, rounded below. 

 
 

You can order cost effective TOROIDY transformers in 1Volt steps!  

   
 

All three types fit. 
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